
KARTA PRODUKTOWA

JORG insulated safety boots S3L FO SR black 42

Opis Produktu
JORG men's insulated safety boots are footwear that combines functionality with a well-thought-out design. 
Shoes ensure safety and comfort of use. They belong to the S3L safety class, which means a high degree of 
protection, including resistance to hydrocarbons, marked with the FO symbol. The anti-slip properties of the sole, 
marked with the SR symbol, make the shoes perfect for uneven and slippery surfaces. The inside of the boots is 
insulated with a fur lining, which provides warmth and comfort in colder conditions. The shoe upper is made of 
nubuck leather combined with Oxford fabric, which guarantees durability and resistance to damage. For extra 
protection, the boots are equipped with a composite toecap that can withstand impacts up to 200 J and a Kevlar 
anti-puncture insole. JORG boots are robust and practical footwear that provides protection and comfort when 
working in demanding conditions.

Charakterystyka
■ made in accordance with the standard specifying the requirements for safe footwear - ISO 20345:2011;

■ safety class of protective footwear - S3L;

■ resistance to hydrocarbons - FO;

■ anti-slip properties - SR;

■ inside of the shoe insulated with fur lining;

■ shoe upper made of nubuck leather with additions of Oxford fabric;

■ composite toecap for better toe protection (withstands impacts of up to 200 J);

■ Kevlar anti-puncture insole;

■ injected outsole - polyurethane (PU/PU);

■ fastening system - lacing;

■ equipped with reflective elements.           

Dane techniczne
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